
Ballot on Demand



Why are we here?
•What is “ballot on demand”?

•How does it work

•Proper set up

•Proper startup

•Checking a voter in

•Troubleshooting

•Maintenance



What is it?
Prints ballots on demand

Ensures the voter gets the right ballot

We do not have to buy thousands of ballots that will not get used

We do not need to store said ballots

We do not need to transport said ballots

You do not have to count as many ballots



How does it work?
There are printers connected to the EPBs

There are PDFs of all the ballot styles saved on the EPBs

These PDFs are tied to combinations of districts

You check the voter in

The software matches the voter’s information to the correct ballot 

The correct ballot prints out for the voter



Proper set up
•SD Card instead of Thumbdrive

•Because of drivers being device specific, things must be plugged into like colors:
o Yellow printer
o Yellow cable
o Yellow USB port
o Yellow  EPB

•Make sure there is paper in the printer

















Proper start up



What is different
•Print test page/ballot BEFORE clicking “BROWSE”

•Choose file

•Choose where to save 













Checking a voter in



What is the same?
Voter search

“Check voter in”

“Confirm” 











What is different?
“Printing Ballot Style:” Pop up

Image Pop up?







Troubleshooting



Problem:
Printer printing two one sided pages
◦ Printer not “duplexing”



Solution:
• Start handing out pre-printed ballots 

• Call the Office



Maintenance 



Possible maintenance
Replacing toner

Replacing paper

Cleaning Scan 



Replacing Toner



Replacing Toner



Replacing Toner



Replacing Toner



Replacing Paper



Cleaning Scan



Review



What have we learned?
Ballot on Demand is awesome

Set up can be particular

Check in is a little different

It requires some extra maintenance



Any Questions?
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